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Go to Card #9
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Go to card # 23
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Go to card # 18
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Go to card # 3
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Go to card # 24
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Go to card #6
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Go to card # 5
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Go to card # 10

Go to card # 15

34

Go to card # 17

1.) Don’t get sucked into the water intake
pipe of an industrial plant! To avoid it,
you’ll have to go around. Turn to your
right, walk 10 paces, then walk 10 paces
back to the path before tiptoeing ahead 4
spaces.
3.) You eat some smaller fish that used the
heavily polluted hackensack meadowlands
as a nursery, and become infected with
parasites, making you weak. Sit down and
clutch your side for 30 seconds, groan 10
times, then move ahead 2 spaces.
5.) That shiny thing was not a silverside, it
was a lure, and you are hooked. The angler
who caught you releases you, but he played
you way too long and you are tired. You
survive, but it takes you a few days to
recover. Stand in place for 40 seconds then
go ahead 1 space.
7.) A bite of delicious menhaden is actually
bait- you are caught by a conscientious
angler. She brought you in quickly using a
barbless circle hook, but realized you were
too small and gently put you back, keeping
you wet the entire time. You are sidetracked, but unhurt. Shake it off by shaking
in place for 20 seconds and then move
ahead 4 spaces.
9.) A discarded piece of line cuts your fin,
injuring you. Sit down and grasp your foot
for 50 seconds while you heal, than go
ahead 5 spaces.

2.) An early arrival of warm weather brings
an abundance of invertebrate prey and an
early start to the migration. Flap your fins
(arms) 5 times in celebration of your good
fortune and go ahead 4 spaces.
4.) An osprey (predatory, fish-eating bird)
is prowling the shallow water near a marsh.
Better lie low to avoid being eaten. Stay
still for a count of 40, then move forward 3
spaces.
6.) A research vessel catches you in a trawl
and applies a numbered tag to track your
movements. You will need to hide under a
rock for a few days to recover from the
stress. Curl up into a ball and stay there for
25 seconds, then go ahead 3 spaces.
8.) Bad weather keeps the fishing fleet
ashore, but it doesn’t bother you. Feast on a
school of small squid that the fishing boats
don’t catch to get some energy. Chew 20
times and then move ahead 5 spaces.

10.) A bottom trawler has completely
destroyed the seabed, forcing you to look
elsewhere for invertebrates to eat and
places to rest. Walk around in 3 wide
circles looking for a new feeding area. You
are still hungry, so only move ahead 1
space.
11.) A lionfish, accidentally introduced
12.) You encounter a mud flat that is
from an aquarium, targets you in the
crawling with polychaete worms
southern part of your migration. You barely (sandworms and bloodworms). No time
escape from the lionfish, which is
like the present for a feast! Bring your
especially large since it has no natural
hand to your mouth 10 times as if slurping
enemies in the Atlantic. Lie low, crouching down worms and then move ahead 4
down with your arms over your head, for
spaces.
40 seconds before continuing ahead 3
spaces.

13.) A favorable arm of the gulf stream
brings you North faster, saving you energy
in swimming. Move ahead 4 spaces.

14.) A dam, long since fallen into disuse,
blocks your progress. Fortunately for you,
there’s a fish ladder, but swimming uphill
makes you tired. Walk around in a circle
for 30 seconds while you rest, then go
ahead 1 space.
15.) Achoo! You have contracted a disease 16.) That delicious piece of clam was
from baitfish released by an angler from
actually a baited hook. Despite being
another water body. You recover, but
undersized, some inconsiderate person
weakened, you lose a lot of ground against ignored regulations and kept you anyway.
the current. Go back three spaces and sit on You are dead. DON’T TELL ANYBODY.
the ground for 20 seconds to recover before Go to the finish and hold the X sign. Wait
continuing.
for the others to finish.
17.) A school of fellow migrants- predatory 18.) You encounter a huge school of
bluefish- has cornered you in a deep cove.
silversides, and gorge yourself for days. Pat
You escape, but many fellow migrants
your stomach 10 times in satisfaction, and
were eaten.
then go ahead 4 spaces.
19.) Whack! While traveling with a group
20.) As you head up- river to spawn, you
of other migrants in the open ocean, the tail encounter a dam, blocking your progress.
of a thresher shark stuns you, allowing the
Fortunately, a local conservation group has
shark to eat you. You are dead. DON’T
installed a fish ladder to help you get up.
TELL ANYBODY. Go to the finish and
You are tired, but unharmed. Rest for 15
hold the X sign. Wait for the others to
seconds and then go ahead one space.
finish.
21.) A commercial vessel scooped up the
22.) You are caught by an angler, who
school of bait fish you were chasing,
despite good intentions, did not wet her
forcing you to keep looking for food. Go
hands before picking you up, and caught
back 3 spaces to find another school.
you with a barbed hook. She releases you,
but missing your protective slime, you
contract an infection and die, settling to the
bottom of the ocean. You are dead. DON’T
TELL ANYBODY. Go to the finish and
hold the X sign. Wait for the others to
finish.
23.) A pod of dolphins finds your school
24.) A favorable current brings loads of
and chases you back the way you came.
plankton up from deeper water, providing
You escape, but you are way off course. Go food for the smaller fish and invertebrates
back 6 spaces.
you like to eat. Feast on the bounty for a
few days. Count to 40, and then swim to
the finish!

